end of the year MEMORY BOOKS

- Subject Area Pages
- Specials Pages
- Now and Then Pages
- Good Friends Page
- Field Trip Page
- Advice for a Future Student Page

- My Class Page
- Autographs Page
- Feelings Page
- Teacher Pages
- Favorite Books Page
- Recess Page
SUBJECT AREA pages

memories from READING
My favorite part about reading was...
I learned...

memories from SCIENCE
My favorite part about science was...
I learned...

memories from SOCIAL STUDIES
My favorite part about social studies was...
I learned...

memories from WRITING
My favorite part about writing was...
I learned...

memories from MATH
My favorite part about math was...
I learned...

My favorite SUBJECTS
reading  writing  math  science  social studies
My favorite subject is
because
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NOW AND THEN

MY YEAR IN FIRST GRADE
NOW AND THEN

At the beginning of the year, I felt...

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

At the end of the year, I feel...

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

Draw or place a picture of yourself at the beginning of the year.

Draw or place a picture of yourself at the end of the year.

MY FAVORITE SUBJECT WAS...

because...

FIRST GRADE WAS...

My favorite subject is...

My favorite hobby is...

because...

because...
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NOW AND THEN

MY YEAR IN FIRST GRADE

NOW AND THEN

Draw or paste a picture of yourself at the beginning of the year.

Draw or paste a picture of yourself at the end of the year.
Good Friends, Favorite Field Trip, Advice for a Kinder Student, and My class Page, and a Special Event
AUTOGRAFP H S and class pictures

MY FIRST GRADE CLASS

PICTURES of my classmates

CENTER CLASS PICTURE HERE BEFORE COPYING
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My teacher's name is...

My teacher is special because...

My favorite memory of my teacher is when...

Something I love about my teacher is...

I will miss my teacher because...
FAVORITE BOOKS AND 
FUN AT RECESS

My favorite BOOKS

Title
Author

fun at RECESS

Color all the things you enjoy doing at recess.

My favorite thing to do at recess is __________

___________

At recess, I play with __________

___________

Recess is __________ because __________
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